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Do you like classic pixel style games involving bombing? Well, you may like Bomb Crypto, also
known as Bomber Crypto. This game is very simple. It is about throwing bombs and attacking evil
creatures. If you want to learn more about Bomb Crypto, you need to continue reading. We are here
to provide you with  information about the Bomber Crypto. So let’s started!
 

Bomber Crypto NFT
Bomb Crypto is a classic pixel style NFT game. Players manage a group of Bomber Heroes to fight
monsters and earn money (BCOIN) through this process. The game offers two NFT items. BHERO
and BHOUSE

In order to play this game, you need at least one Bomber Hero (BHERO). Each Bomber Hero has
different attributes. You can upgrade them at any time during the game to improve performance and
combat effectiveness.

BHOUSE or the Bomber House is where your Bomber Hero go to recover. However, buying a house
for your hero is not mandatory. Without a house, your bomber hero will rest at a relatively slow rate
of recovery.

The game provides different game modes; Treasure Hunt mode, Story mode and Battle mode. In
Treasure Hunt mode, players send send bomber heroes to the mining area and ask them to place
bombs to destroy the block to find BCOIN. In story mode, the player selects a bomber hero to
destroy all monsters, and obtains BCOIN through each level.

In Battle mode, players join the bomb war to fight with other players. In this mode, players need to
pay a certain amount of tokens as the entry fee. The last winner will take most of the loser’s tokens.
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What is Bomber Crypto?
Bomb Crypto or Bomber Crypto coin (BCOIN) is the native currency of the game. BCOIN is used to
buy Bomber Heroes and Houses. In addition, players can upgrade and quickly recharge their energy
by spending BCOINs.

Players can obtain BCOINs by playing games and participating in key governance voting. In the first
quarter of 2022, players will be able to use their tokens as collateral to obtain powerful VIP
privileges and rewards.

As of March 7, 2022, the price of Bomb crypto was $0.466848, and the 24-hour trading volume was
$4976167. The currency has risen 1.70% in the past 24 hours. If you want to buy crypto bomb, the
top cryptocurrency exchanges currently trading Bomb Crypto shares are LBank, MEXC, BKEX, Hoo.

 

Bomb Crypto Price Forecast
Wallet Investor predict that the price of Bomb Crypto may drop from $0.46 to $0.05 in the near
future. According to their analysis, BCOIN is a bad long-term investment.However, Digital Coin
Price claims that Bombcrypto (BCOIN) is a profitable investment, and they believe that the currency
will reach  $0.65 in one year. Forecasters predict that the price of a BCOIN will reach approximately
$1.24 in five years .

Although Wallet Investor do not think BCOIN is a good investment, Digital Coin Price think it is a
profitable investment. Therefore, we suggest that you do your own research and make your own
decisions before gambling. Or you can invest in cryptocurrencies that have a good reputation in the
cryptocurrency community.
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